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the environmental economics policy research unit (epru) is a collaborative association of 
academic researchers specializing in environmental and natural resource issues. epru works 
to promote sustainable development and poverty reduction in southern africa. 
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hout Bay sentinel in cape town, south africa. 
the sentinel is the mountain peak that guards the entrance to the hout Bay harbour. it is situated west of the “harbour village”, 
comprising of hout Bay heights and hangberg at the base of the sentinel. adjacent to the sentinel is the karbonkelberg 
marine sanctuary which forms part of the table mountain national park marine protected area. the main purpose of the 
establishment of the sanctuary was the preservation of the West coast rock lobster (Wcrl ). an honours student of 
university of cape town, timothy harrison, under the supervision of efd research fellow edwin muchapondwa, quantified the 
amount of illegal Wcrl harvest by the hangberg community from the sanctuary and gave evidence of its street value.
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“Wetlands are among the most threatened habitats 
globally, and continue to be replaced or degraded 
by human activities. A major factor contributing to 
this is that their value is poorly understood. A study 
conducted in the Western Cape, South Africa, 
shows that small wetlands can play a significant 
cumulative role in the amelioration of the quality 
of water emanating from their catchment areas, 
and that the value of this service is high enough to 
warrant their protection.”
From the research brief description Water quality amelioration value of wetlands,  on page 11.

a small south african wetland. in a case study from the Western cape, south africa, 
efd fellow Jane turpie and her research colleagues did an estimation of the water 
quality amelioration value of wetlands, see efd discussion papers, page 10-11.
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2010 has been a great year but not just be-

cause of the successful World cup in south 

africa. it has been full of great achievements 

for epru (efd south africa) too. over the 

past four years, epru has strived to produce 

policy-relevant research in areas that are of 

great importance for the country: community-

based wildlife conservation and poverty mitiga-

tion, climate change, marine protected areas 

and coastal management, sustainable and 

responsible investment. in 2010, a great deal 

of the research epru has undertaken during 

these years has turned into a number of actual 

peer reviewed publications, both in local and 

international journals. this is a very encourag-

ing development and is testimony of the quality 

of our research epru has produced in all our 

fields of interest. in addition, it is exciting to see 

that our promising junior research fellows, who 

have been trained and supervised patiently by 

the senior fellows, have actively contributed to 

our publications. this indicates that the effort 

of local capacity building in which epru is fully 

committed is showing clear signs of success.  

epru has also been active on the policy 

front. in addition to the usual demand-driven 

research, we have also offered supply-driven 

and innovative research to local policy makers. 

a good example of this is the ongoing project 

involving the role of social norms in lowering 

household electricity consumption under-

taken by martine visser, and grant smith, in 

collaboration with various departments of the 

city of cape town. the results have shown 

that providing such information to a treatment 

sample influenced their electricity consumption 

significantly. the experiment will be extended 

to pre-paid electricity meters as well. our 

fellows have also obtained funding from the 

Water research commission to extend the 

study to water consumption. 

epru continues to be strongly involved in 

the teaching of environmental and resource 

economics both at the undergraduate and 

graduate level at the university of cape town 

(uct). in 2010, we have also participated in 

the teaching of the collaborative masters 

programme at the african economic research 

consortium. this involvement provides us 

a platform to expose students from various 

african countries to resource economics within 

the african setting, and attract talented african 

students who would like to pursue further 

research in our fields of interest. 

2010 has seen epru start diversifying its 

sources of funds. in addition to sida’s invalu-

able contribution, we have relied on the sup-

port of the african climate and development 

initiative and the uct vice chancellor strategic 

fund. in the coming year, we plan to diversify 

even further our sources of funding by bidding 

for larger research projects that will enhance 

collaboration among epru research fellows, 

with other researchers and, importantly, with 

key stakeholders. 

finally, i would like to thank sida for its con-

tinued support. the recent signature of the 

2011-2014 agreement between sida and efd 

is a breath of air that will help us to meet the 

challenges of establishing a long lasting centre 

that strives for excellence and serves the 

community by producing and disseminating 

research in natural resource management that 

helps fight poverty.

mare sarr

coordinator efd south africa/epru

meSSAge From oUr CoorDInAtor

mare sarr
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the eFD AnnuAl Meeting 2010 in ethiopiA, october 

28-31, started with one day at un economic commission for 

africa focusing on how to make the most use of environmental 

economics research for development. three days of research presenta-

tions and discussions followed together with key note speeches and 

a lecture on a multi-disciplinary approach to analyze social ecological 

systems, designed by nobel laureate elinor ostrom and applicable for 

efd´s planned thematic research collaboration.

”our objectives of the policy day was to disseminate selected work of 

efd’s research and its potential contributions to a key policy institution, 

uneca, and other key stakeholders present at the meeting. We also 

wanted to share information across efd centers on successful research-

policy interactions, as well as increase our learning on how to translate 

research to policy more in general”, says efd director gunnar köhlin.

the policy day was hosted by un economic commission for africa (un-

eca) together with the ethiopian efd center (environmental economics 

policy forum for ethiopia which is hosted by the ethiopian development 

research institute).

among the speakers were desalegn mesfin, deputy director general, 

federal environmental protection authority of ethiopia, who opened the 

meeting. anders ekbom, efd research fellow and policy analyst at the 

university of gothenburg, spoke about research-policy interactions: mod-

els, approaches and lessons learned. chantal line carpentier, sustain-

able development officer, division for sustainable development united 

nations department of economic and social affairs, spoke about needs 

and opportunities to strengthen policy-research links on the economics of 

environment and climate change – perspectives from undesa.

successful cases of efd research-policy interactions were presented 

FoUrtH eFD AnnUAl meetIng CompleteD
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by menale kassie, former efd research officer and now working for 

cimmyt in kenya, and by the efd coordinators Jintao Xu, professor at 

peking university, and francisco alpizar, catie, costa rica. please see 

all policy day speakers in the full program below.

the following three days of the efd annual meeting were hosted by 

alemu mekonnen, efd research fellow and coordinator of efd ethiopia, 

and held at kuriftu resort in debrezeit. most of the time was devoted to 

presentations and discussions on ongoing and planned efd research.

one of the key note speakers was roger sedjo, rff senior fellow and 

director of rff’s forest economics and policy. sedjo spoke on the 

role forests can play in carbon capture: principles, costs and policies. 

the other key note speaker was World Bank lead economist klaus 

deininger, who spoke on large scale land acquisitions.

efd research fellow roger madrigal from costa rica gave a lecture on 

the social ecological system ontological framework, designed by profes-

sor elinor ostrom, who was awarded the 2009 nobel memorial prize in 

economic sciences for her analysis of economic governance, especially 

the commons. roger madrigal made a long research visit to professor 

ostrom at indiana university before she received the prize, in order to 

develop the design of his research project on drinking water management.

“the ontological framework is a conceptual map for analyzing the inter-

actions between humans and ecosystems. it builds on the last decades 

of findings in the literature of common-pool resources and collective 

action towards the management of natural resources”, says madrigal:

“this framework might help to conduct systematic diagnosis of the 

structure of the interactions between humans and ecosystems analyzed 

by efd´s scholars in different parts of the world.”

the efd annual meeting 2010 in ethiopia was held at uneca, un economic commission for africa, in addis abeba, and in debrezeit. in the photo spread (page 6-7) from 
the left: rahel deribe, (lunch break in africa hall), francisco alpizar, precious Zikhali and Wilfred nyangena, group: lunyu Xie, edwin muchapondwa, ping Qin, and razack 
lokina. precious Zikhali. middle row: ping Qin, Jintao Xu. Bottom row: roger madrigal, razack lokina, group: thomas sterner, Wisdom akpalu, peter Berck, and chantal line 
carpentier, Jo albers and alemu mekonnen, mare sarr, gunnar köhlin.
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epRu ReseARch FelloW dr leiman and Junior research fellow 

kerri Brick were asked by marine and costal management to provide an 

analysis of anchovy products traded globally and imported into south 

africa. the report released recommended that the industry investi-

gates the feasibility of targeting shoals of larger anchovies, and sets up 

onboard facilities to preserve the fish in chilled or refrigerated sea water. 

through this report, efd/epru provided demand-driven research for 

policy makers.  

epru research fellow martine visser and her masters student, grant 

smith, have shown the city of cape town that providing certain informa-

tion to households influences their electricity consumption significantly. 

reSeArCH polICy InterACtIon
EPRU research fellows have extensive links with policy makers and practitioners in South Africa and have worked with various 

government units. EPRU works with a number of local and national policy stakeholders on medium-size projects, such as The South 

African National Parks in the wildlife sector, The Department of Water Affairs in the water sector, The Department of Environmental 

Affairs on marine and coastal management, and the City of Cape Town on air quality management and energy savings. 

Reporting average electricity  

consumption makes households consume less

efd research fellow martine visser and grant smith have been involved in an ongoing project involving the role of 

social norms in lowering household electricity consumption. in total 6310 households are included in the sample. 

Reporting to people about their own and 

the average consumption of electricity 

caused all kinds of households in suburbs 

of Cape Town to significantly reduce 

their electricity consumption. This is 

the conclusion of initial research results 

from EfD South Africa. Households in the 

middle income suburbs were the most 

responsive, followed by lower income 

suburbs. The upper income suburbs 

responded the least.

“this initiAl Result is noteworthy 

because it demonstrates, at least in cape 

town, that higher income households are 

less responsive to comparative social norms 

feedback as an instrument to mitigate electric-

ity consumption,” says grant smith, graduate 

student at school of economics, university of 

cape town, who conducted the study together 

with efd research fellow martine visser.

the main research result from this natural field 

experiment is that reporting the average elec-

tricity consumption in the city or neighbour-

hood to households decreases consumption 

substantially.

“this is especially encouraging from an envi-

ronmental policy point of view. our result points 

toward what could quite possibly be a success-

ful policy for future mitigation of electricity con-

sumption in the developing world, and thereby a 

policy for mitigation of related degradation of the 

natural environment,” says smith.

the finding extends similar results found 
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in the developed world context of the us to 

the developing world context of cape town in 

south africa.

“this is the first study we are aware of to ex-

tend this result to a developing world context,” 

says smith.

Possibility to reduce  

environmental damage

electricity is a scarce resource in south africa 

and is generated largely by coal-fired power 

stations, which is a fairly dirty technology. 

if consumption can be reduced, it may be 

possible to reduce the environmental damage 

resulting from generating power in this fashion.

twelve cape town suburbs were selected 

in order to provide an experimental population 

that represents three major income groups in 

the city. the experiment was conducted from 

January to december 2010.

there were five different treatment groups: 

a control group was composed of households 

that received no treatment but came from the 

same neighborhoods as the households in the 

four active treatment groups. two city-level 

groups received feedback about the consump-

tion of an average household in the city in the 

previous month, to which their consumption 

in that previous month was compared. two 

neighborhood-level groups received the same 

sort of descriptive norm feedback, except that 

the feedback was for an average household in 

their neighborhood. injunctive norm feedback 

was added to one group of each kind – one of 

the two city-level groups and one of the two 

neighborhood-level groups.

“the injunctive norm feedback was displayed 

using an emoticon. We reported a smiling 

emoticon for households consuming less than 

or at the average and a frowning emoticon for 

households consuming more than average,” 

says smith.

the feedback was printed on a4 paper 

inserts that were then mailed in the same enve-

lopes as households’ electricity bills. the inserts 

also contained treatment group-relevant infor-

mation together with electricity-saving tips. each 

insert was in the household’s home language.

“it seems that, within income groups, the 

differentiated elements of our interventions 

generally did not exert a noticeable influence 

on consumption. instead, it seems like it is re-

ceiving a comparative norm report about your 

electricity consumption that is the key factor,” 

says smith.

according to smith and visser it could be 

expected that households in upper income 

suburbs would respond more strongly to com-

parative norm reporting about electricity use:

Middle and lower income  

households responded most

upper income households are generally better 

educated and therefore more likely to be aware 

of the impact of electricity consumption on 

the natural environment. households in upper 

income areas are also more likely to consume 

more electricity per person, since the cost of 

electricity generally comprises a smaller portion 

of their income. it could be expected that they 

use more than they necessarily need, and hence 

they may more easily reduce their consumption.

lower income households, on the other 

hand, would probably already be very close to 

conserving as much as they possibly could.

“contrary to our expectations, it appears that 

households in the middle income and lower 

income suburbs responded most dramatically 

to our treatments. compared to their untreated 

peers, households in the middle income suburbs 

consumed 8.08 percent less and the lower 

income households consumed 5.75 percent less. 

Both of these figures are significantly greater sav-

ings than the 2.81 percent realized by households 

in the upper income suburbs,” says smith.

this result has the additional merit of begin-

ning to extend the literature across a larger 

income spectrum than before. the households 

in the us-based studies are largely mimicked in 

terms of income characteristics by households 

in the efd south african upper income sample. 

however, the south african households in 

the lower income category are located in very 

poor shanty towns and the south african 

households in the middle income category 

are suburbs with exceptionally low income by 

developed world standards.

“that the effect of reporting comparative 

norms extends even to these low income 

households is truly significant. But it does not 

seem to be a linear relationship across income 

groups. rather, the effect seems to peak in the 

middle income group. Why this is, is something 

we are extremely interested in getting to the 

bottom of” says smith.

smith and visser are currently completing 

analysis on the full year’s worth of data for 2010 

and hope to be able to comment on further 

issues such as whether response to the com-

parative norms weakens with time or remains 

strong throughout the year.

the city of cape town has been very enthusiastic about these results 

and requested that the study be extended to pre-paid electricity meters 

as well.  in addition, the Water research commission will further extend 

the study to water consumption within cape town.

epru has partnered with sanparks to address key socio-economic 

questions concerning conservation planning at a bioregional scale in 

south africa, so that sanparks may be better assured of success in the 

implementation of bioregional conservation plans. 

epru research fellow dr Jane turpie was asked to address the namib-

ian government on predicting and addressing the direct and indirect 

impacts of climate change on the protected area system, and on devel-

oping a sustainable financing strategy for namibia’s protected areas.

in 2010, epru has been also involved in general exchange with policy 

makers and practitioners around Biodiversity, Water conservation, 

sustainable and responsible investment and climate change through 

research presentations in workshops and forums were policy makers 

were invited. 

g
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Developing Anchovy industries  

– Marine & Coastal Management

south africa´s anchovy catch is predominantly used for fishmeal, despite 

the fact that a redirection of the resource towards human consumption 

could provide nutrition for the rural poor, create employment in coastal 

regions, and develop new opportunities in the fisheries industry. efd 

researchers were sought out by the marine and coastal management, 

department of environmental affairs, to participate in an inter-disciplinary 

investigation of the feasibility of utilizing a resource portion of anchovy 

landings for direct human consumption. the government’s vision is that 

a significant portion (at least 10 percent) of the anchovy resource be 

used for human consumption.

dr antony leiman and kerri Brick were approached to undertake the 

study in conjunction with capfish (a consulting firm).  the fact that they 

were actively sought out by marine and costal management for partici-

pation, suggests efd/epru is providing demand-driven research as op-

posed to just supply-driven. it was important for us to show that we can 

respond to policy makers’ research needs.  efd researchers provided an 

analysis of anchovy products traded globally and imported into south 

africa. assessments of which anchovy products could be developed for 

the south african market and of the implications of expanding the an-

chovy industry for employment were also considered.  the investigation 

found that in the past, several initiatives to divert the use of the anchovy 

catch had been undertaken in south africa by local pelagic fishing com-

panies aiming to utilize a portion of the anchovy catch for direct human 

consumption. their products included cured anchovy, canned anchovy 

fillets with capers, anchovy paste and dried anchovies, and were sold on 

the local and export markets.  however south african production of an-

chovy for human consumption ceased mainly because of the decrease 

in the average size of the anchovies, and the manual labor required.  the 

researchers recommended that the industry investigates the feasibility 

of targeting shoals of larger anchovies, and sets up onboard facilities to 

preserve the fish in chilled or refrigerated seawater.  in the south african 

context, the manual labour requirements could provide significant work 

opportunities for semi and unskilled labour. the manual labour required 

has the potential to create employment in the impoverished coastal rural 

communities. making use of this opportunity, along with the opportuni-

ties for small and medium enterprises (smes) to utilize south african 

anchovies instead of imported products and set the platform for the 

development of new smes.  the report is currently being reviewed by 

marine and coastal management.

Economically sound conservation planning -  SANParks

the environmental policy research unit (epru) is working closely with 

local protected areas authorities, south african national parks (san-

parks), in tackling the main difficulties in achieving a sustainable system 

of national protected areas (npa). south africa is now conducting 

terrestrial conservation planning using a bioregions approach.  precise 

boundaries of bioregions in south africa are now being carved. to 

achieve conservation goals within bioregions it is necessary that the 

social and economic arrangements in society support this. for instance, 

it will be easier to achieve conservation goals if people can see that a 

well-conserved bioregion means increased welfare for them. therefore 

ensuring the attainment of conservation goals requires the crafting of fa-

vorable social and economic arrangements in society. this task requires 

research inputs from a diverse number of disciplines, most notably 

economics and ecology. With that background, the epru and san-

parks have organized a collaborative research program which focuses 

on several important questions. the answers will form an important 

input into the crafting of well-functioning bioregions. the questions in 

the south african program currently focus on (i) the welfare effects of 

different land-use configurations, (ii) the nature of incentive schemes 

for use in navigating a bioregion to economic sustainability, (iii) cost-

benefit analyses of different ecological plans, e.g. choice among different 

conservation corridors, (iv) the stance to take on devolution of powers 

(concerning resource use and regulation), (v) the valuation of and pay-

ments for ecosystem services in bioregions, and (vi) the determination of 

optimal park entrance fees. 

policy links
the following are the institutions where epru is having its greatest 

impact, and the links to these insitutions’ websites are provided on the 

epru pages.

1) south african national Biodiversity institute (sanBi)

2) department of environmental affairs

3) department of Water affairs

4) south african national parks

policy seminars,  
workshops and conferences
Policy seminars

efd/epru researcher dr stephanie giamporcaro presented the findings 

of the report: “environmentally responsible investment in south africa: 

the state of play” to investors, media and fellow academics in march 

2010.  the report presents data on current eri practices, obstacles and 

enablers that the respondents identified in integrating environmental 

considerations in the south african investment industry.   the report was 

based on desk-top and field research conducted in south africa during 

2009, including interviews with 22 of the 34 investment organisations 

targeted (asset managers, pension funds and service providers). some 

of the key findings that were presented included the fact that there is a 

lack of investment products that are primarily driven by an environmental 

focus to clients, and there is a general lack of interest, with social goals 

reSeArCH polICy InterACtIon
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being seen as a more important concern. this will need to be addressed 

through a more binding environmental regulation framework that will 

lead investors to price environmental risk, and a stronger commitment 

from all institutional investors to follow the example of the government 

employees pension fund (gepf) to implement responsible investment 

strategies and mandates.  a lively debate discussing the findings took 

place after the presentation.

Environmental economics teaching exchange

the university of new york held an environmental policy and sustainable 

development course at uct over a two-week period in July, led by maria 

damon (university of new-york).  efd research fellows martine visser 

and edwin muchapondwa lectured on the course.  the course explored 

the ways that economic analysis can help identify underlying problems 

and formulate effective policy responses to them. major topics included 

in the lectures were: approaches for understanding behavior and social 

preferences in poor communities; what these imply for the management 

of natural resources; choosing optimal policy instruments for pollution 

reduction and environmental protection; and relationships between hu-

man health and the environment. students also participated in behav-

ioral experiments related to common property resource management, 

public goods, and climate risk and went to field trips. an excursion was 

made to the kuyasa clean development mechanism pilot project. this 

project involves the retrofitting of solar water heater (sWhs), insulated 

ceilings and energy efficient lighting in over 2,300 low-cost homes in the 

khayelitsha townships. students were highly motivated by the exposure 

to such a pragmatic solution to climate change and that will see an 

immediate impact on the social, health and economic well-being of the 

targeted beneficiaries.

45th Annual Congress of the  

Grassland Society of Southern Africa 

the grasslands society hosted their 45th congress on sustainable and 

adaptive practices in range and pasture systems, with an emphasis on 

arid regions, in kimberly on 19- 25 July 2010.   the grassland society 

congress was mostly attended by ecologists, botanists, plant and animal 

scientists. epru was represented by Johane dikgang, one of the only 

two participants with an economics background. Johane presented a 

paper on “the effect of the land restitution programme on poverty 

reduction among the khomani san in the kgalagadi transfrontier park 

project”. Johane spoke in a parallel session that focused on commu-

nity based natural resource management. his presentation gave useful 

information on some critical driving factors behind unsustainable land 

uses in arid areas.  the society’s members appreciated a presenta-

tion that made them more aware of the role that economics can play 

in the grassland field. multi-disciplinary collaborations between epru 

researchers and grassland society members were discussed after 

Johane’s presentation.

Putting a Price on Carbon Conference 

kerri Brick, efd research fellow, and martine visser, efd research fellow 

and coordinator, presented a paper at the putting a price on carbon 

conference, held in cape town on 23 and 24 march, 2010. the purpose 

of the conference was to build on the discussions undertaken at a side-

event at the 2009 climate change summit where Brick and visser also 

presented a paper. the paper presented by Brick and visser explored 

meeting a national emission reduction target in an experimental setting.  

the paper concluded that voluntary cooperation results in insuffi-

cient cooperation in the context of meeting a national target. With the 

introduction of communication, cooperation was significantly improved, 

indicating that stakeholder participation is important in facilitating compli-

ance. in the context of taxation, when the frequency of free-riding is high, 

taxation improved cooperation. conversely, amid high levels of coopera-

tion, taxation dampened cooperative behaviour.

South African Biodiversity Planning Forum

the south african national Biodiversity institute (sanBi) and the depart-

ment of environmental affairs (dea) co-hosted and co-sponsored the 

2010 Biodiversity planning forum from the 2nd to the 5th march 2010.  

the Biodiversity planning forum was established in 2004 to provide an 

opportunity for individuals, agencies and departments involved in spatial 

biodiversity planning to share and synthesise valuable lessons from bio-

diversity planning projects across south africa.  leading policy makers 

such as the chief executive officer (ceo) of the south africa national 

Biodiversity institute (sanBi) and the director general from the depart-

ment of environmental affairs and tourism (deat) were present. consul-

tants, municipality, sanBi and deat biodiversity planners and academ-

ics shared their views around the future of biodiversity in south africa. 

epru Junior research fellow Johane dikgang and rhodes university 

phd student gladman thondhlana presented their works on the use of 

economic incentives in the kgalagadi landscape. Johane presentation 

dealt with the question of valuation of Biodiversity conservation in the 

kgalagadi area. a total of around 200 people attended the 2010 forum 

from all over south africa.

International Flood-Pulse Symposium 

the international flood-pulse symposium was held in maun, Botswana, 

in January 2010.  this symposium draws international experts in all 

facets of wetland and integrated river basin management.  although 

dominated by ecologists, it also draws a range of social and economics-

oriented researchers.  epru research fellow dr Jane turpie presented 

two papers, one on “the livelihood value of the natural resources of 

the okavango delta, Botswana, and implications of changes in environ-

mental flows and management”, and another on “exploring scenarios to 

restore the kirua swamp in the pangani river Basin, tanzania”. these 

papers emphasized the importance of taking a multidisciplinary view in 

the management of freshwater flows to maintain wetland ecosystems, 

and demonstrated the importance of these systems to local livelihoods.
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PEER REvIEWED

Resources, Conflict and Development 

Choice: Public Good Provision in 

Resource Rich Economies

 m.sarr and k.Wick, 2010, “resources, 

conflict and development choice: public 

good provision in resource rich economies”, 

economics of governance, 11:183–205.

On the Looting of Nations

m. sarr, e. Bulte, c. meissner and t. swan-

son, 2010, “on the looting of nations”, public 

choice, in press.

A cost-effectiveness analysis of options 

for reducing pollution in Khayelitsha 

township, South Africa

muchapondwa, e. (2010). “the cost-effective-

ness analysis of options for reducing pollution 

in khayelitsha township, south africa”, td 

the Journal for transdisciplinary research in 

southern africa, volume 6, no. 2, (december) 

pp 333-358.

River flows and offshore crustacean 

fisheries in South Africa

turpie, J.k. & lamberth, s.J. 2010. char-

acteristics and value of the thukela Banks 

crustacean and linefish fisheries, and the po-

tential impacts of changes in river flow.  african 

Journal of marine science 32: 613–624.

Development of the South African Water 

Resource Classification System (WRCS): 

a tool towards the sustainable, equitable 

and efficient use of water resources

dollar, e. s. J., nicolson, c. r., Brown, c. a., 

turpie, J. k., Joubert, a. r.  turton, a. r., 

grobler, d. f., pienaar, h. h., ewart-smith J. 

and manyaka, s. m. 2010. development of the 

south african Water resource classification 

system (Wrcs): a tool towards the sustainable, 

equitable and efficient use of water resources in 

a developing country. Water policy 12: 479–499.

Climate Change in a Public Goods 

Game: Investment Decision in 

Mitigation versus Adaptation

hasson, reviva, Åsa löfgren, and martine 

visser (2010), “climate change in a public 

goods game: investment decision in mitiga-

tion versus adaptation”, ecological economics. 

70 (2010) 331–338

Meeting a national emission reduction 

target in an experimental setting

k, Brick and m,visser,(2010). meeting a nation-

al emission reduction target in an experimental 

setting. climate policy, volume 10, number 5, 

2010, pp. 543-559(17)

Enhancing consumers’ voluntary use of 

small-scale wind turbines to generate 

own electricity in South Africa 

Brendan Whelan and edwin muchapondwa, 

“enhancing consumers’ voluntary use of small-

scale wind turbines to generate own electric-

ity in south africa”, forthcoming, Journal of 

energy in southern africa.  

A Bio-Economic Model of Community 

Incentives for Wildlife Management 

Under CAMPFIRE 

carolyn fischer, edwin muchapondwa, 

thomas sterner, “a Bio-economic model of 

community incentives for Wildlife management 

under campfire”, 2010, environmental and 

resource economics.

Health facility choice in HIv- and Aids-

affected households in two South Africa 

communities 

f, Booysen and m,visser,(2010). health facility 

choice in hiv- and aids-affected households in 

two south african communities. south african 

Journal of economics, volume 78, number 1, 

2010 , pp. 89-106

Calabashes for kilowatt-hours: Rural 

energy and market failure 

mark howells, sandra Jonsson, emilia käck, 

philip lloyd, kevin Bennett, tony leiman and Be-

atrice conradie. calabashes for kilowatt-hours: 

rural energy and market failure. energy policy, 

volume 38, number 6, 2010, pp. 2729-2738

EFD DISCUSSION PAPERS

Responsible Investment: A vehicle for 

Environmentally Sustainable Economic 

Growth in South Africa

stéphanie giamporcaro, lise pretorius and 

martine visser (2010),”responsible investment: 

a vehicle for environmentally sustainable eco-

nomic growth in south africa”efd discussion 

paper 10-17, environment for development 

initiative and resources for the future, Wash-

ington dc, June 2010.

Estimation of the Water Quality 

Amelioration value of Wetlands: A Case 

Study of the Western Cape, South Africa

Jane turpie, elizabeth day, vere ross-gillespie, 

and anton louw (2010) “estimation of the Water 

Quality amelioration value of Wetlands: a case 

study of the Western cape, south africa”efd 

discussion paper 10-15, environment for devel-

opment initiative and resources for the future, 

Washington dc, June 2010.

Behavioral Response to Plastic Bag 

Legislation in Botswana

Johane dikgang and martine visser (2010), 

“Behavioral response to plastic Bag legislation 

reSeArCH 2010: pUblICAtIonS
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in Botswana”, efd discussion paper 10-13, envi-

ronment for development initiative and resourc-

es for the future, Washington dc, may 2010.

RESEARCH BRIEFS

The livelihood value of Botswana’s 

Okavango delta

turpie, J.k, 2010,“the livelihood value of the natu-

ral resources of the okavango delta” policy paper 

series, april 2010, environmental policy research 

unit, university of cape town, south africa.

Water quality amelioration value of 

wetlands

turpie, J.k.,2010, Water quality amelioration 

value of wetlands, policy paper, environmental 

policy research unit, university of cape town, 

south africa.

Analysis of the plastic-bag levy in South 

Africa

Johane dikgang, martine visser and tony lei-

man., “analysis of the plastic-bag levy in south 

africa, ersa policy paper number 18, July 8, 

2010, university of cape town, south africa. 

BOOKS 

values of Water inflows into selected 

South African Estuaries: The 

Heuningnes, Kleinmond, Klein, Palmiet, 

Cefane, Kwelera and Haga-Haga. 

Johane dikgang and stephen hosking, 2010, 

“values of Water inflows into selected south 

african estuaries: the heuningnes, kleinmond, 

klein, palmiet, cefane, kwelera and haga-

haga”, lambert academic publishing 

REPORTS

What scope for environmentally 

responsible investment in South Africa?

stéphanie giamporcaro presented to inves-

tors, media and fellow academics the findings 

of the report: environmentally responsible 

investment in south africa: the state of play.

The state of play: a survey of responsible 

investor opinions and practices. 

stéphanie giamporcaro, 2010,”environmentally 

responsible investment, the state of play. a 

survey of responsible investor practices and 

opinions”, epru research report march 2010.

The valuation of estuary services in 

South Africa specifically regarding 

changes to estuary services as a result 

of reductions to fresh water inflows - 

Main report.

Johane dikgang et al., 2010. report to the 

Water research commission august 2010. 

departments of economics, statistics and Zo-

ology, nelson mandela metropolitan university

Wetland ecosystem services and 

their valuation: a review of current 

understanding and practice. This 

publication provides a comprehensive 

review of the nature of the services 

provided by wetlands, how they are 

measured and valued, giving case study 

examples from around the world.  

turpie, J.k., lannas, k., scovronick, n. & louw, 

a. 2010. Wetland valuation vol i.  Wetland 

ecosystem services and their valuation: a review 

of current understanding and practice. Wetland 

health and integrity programme, Water research 

commission report tt440/09, pretoria. 115pp.

Case studies of the valuation of 

provisioning, regulating and cultural 

services provided by wetlands. This 

publication is a compilation of five 

wetland valuation case studies carried 

out on different provisioning, regulating 

and cultural services and at different 

scales in South Africa in Lesotho.  

turpie, J.k. (ed) 2010. Wetland valuation. vol 

ii. the valuation of provisioning, regulating 

and cultural services provided by wetlands: 

case studies from south africa and lesotho. 

Wetland health and integrity programme, Wa-

ter research commission report tt441/09, 

pretoria. 101pp

The Wetland Livelihood value Index: A 

tool for the assessment of the livelihood 

value of wetlands. This publication 

provides an explanation of the social 

benefits provided by wetlands in 

rural and urban areas, and a logical 

and straightforward way in which to 

quantify and compare the importance 

of individual wetlands in terms of their 

livelihood contribution. 

turpie, J.k. 2010. Wetland valuation. vol iii.   

the Wetland livelihood value index: a tool 

for the assessment of the livelihood value of 

wetlands.  Wetland health and integrity pro-

gramme, Water research commission report 

tt442/09, pretoria, 54pp.

A protocol for the quantification 

and valuation of wetland ecosystem 

services.  

turpie, J.k. & kleynhans, m. 2010. Wetland 

valuation vol iv.  a protocol for the quantifi-

cation and valuation of wetland ecosystem 

services. Wetland health and integrity pro-

gramme, Water research commission. Water 

research commission report tt442/10, 

pretoria, 66pp.

a woman fethcing water, south africa.
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Measuring climate change risks 

aversion

investigators: dr. martine visser, feri gwata 

(masters)

Funding: EFD/Sida

Experimenting behavioural economics

investigators: dr. martine visser, grant smith 

(masters)

Funding: EFD/Sida, African Climate Develop-

ment Initiative/UCT

Small scale farmers, Risk and Climate 

Change 

investigators: dr. martine visser, kerri Brick 

(phd), feri gwata (masters)

Funding: EFD/Sida, VC Strategic Funding/UCT, 

African Climate Development Initiative/UCT

The valuation of biodiversity 

conservation by the South African San 

“Bushmen” community

investigators: edwin muchapodwa & Johane 

dikgang 

Funding: EFD/Sida

Impact of Climate Policy on 

Environmentally Responsible 

Investment Behaviour 

investigators: dr. martine visser, kerri 

Brick(phd), Zoe van der hoven (honours) 

Funding: EFD/Sida

The land Restitution Programme Effect 

on the Welfare of the Khomani San 

People 

investigators: edwin muchapodwa, Johane 

dikgang 

Funding: EFD/Sida

A Natural Field Experiment with 

electricity consumption and Social 

norms 

investigators: dr. martine visser, grant smith 

(masters), Boipuso modise (masters), 

Funding: EFD/Sida

 

Estimating Optimal Conservation Fees 

in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park 

between Botswana and South Africa 

investigators: edwin muchapodwa & Johane 

dikgang 

Funding: EFD/Sida

Regulatory Announcements on provision 

of public goods

investigators: dr. martine visser, dr. Wisdom 

akpalu (penn-state univ.), grant smith (mas-

ters), Jamil moorad (honours)

Funding: EFD/Sida

 

Local Environmental Impacts in 

Wellbeing

investigators: dr. martine visser, Brennan hod-

skinsson (honours), adewara sunday

Funding: EFD/Sida, African Climate Develop-

ment Initiative/UCT

projeCtS
risk experiments conducted with small-scale farmers in the Western cape in 2010. 
Xolani klaasen was the facilitator, here together with feri gwata, who conucted the 
experiments together with martine visser and kerri Brick.
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reSeArCH preSentAtIonS  
At WorkSHopS, meetIngS & ConFerenCeS 

Development Finance Conference, Cape 

Town, 18-19 March 2010. 

stephanie giamporcaro 

1 responsible investment: a vehicle for 

sustainable economic growth in south africa? 

2 a market for environmentally responsible 

investment? identifying impediments to 

commodification of environmental factors 

in the south african investment industry

Putting a Price on Carbon, University of 

Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa, 

March 2010  

kerri Brick  

What is fair? meeting a national emission 

reduction target in an experimental setting

PRI academic conference 2010, 

Mainstreaming responsible Investment, 

Copenhagen, 5-7 May.

stephanie giamporcaro

mainstreaming responsible investment in 

france: how calculative agencies shape and 

sustain market

Fourth World Congress of 

Environmental and Resource 

Economists (WCERE 2010), June 28 to 

July 2, 2010, Montréal, Canada

edwin muchapondwa

modelling fugitive natural resources in the 

context of transfrontier parks

International Flood-pulse symposium, 

Maun, Botswana

Jane turpie 

the livelihood value of the natural resources of 

the okavango delta, Botswana, and implica-

tions of changes in environmental flows and 

management 

45th Annual GSSA Congress; 19 to 23 

July 2010 Kimberley, Northern Cape, 

South Africa

Johane dikgang

the effect of the land restitution programme 

on poverty reduction among the khomani san

Social Dimensions of Environmental 

Change and Governance, Berlin 

(October 2010)

attended via video link from the graduate 

school of Business, uct)

kerri Brick

What is fair? meeting a national emission 

reduction target in an experimental setting

NYU Abu Dhabi, November, 2010

tony leiman

healthcare costs of urban air pollution in 

south africa

International Flood-pulse symposium, 

Maun, Botswana  

Jane turpie (co-presenter)

exploring scenarios to restore the kirua 

swamp in the pangani river Basin, tanzania 

EUROPE-AFRICA Conference on 

Dynamic Interlinkages between Social 

and Ecosystem Changes Towards a 

Europe Africa Partnership Golden 

Tulip De Beyaerd, Hulshorst, NL, 

Netherlands, 8 - 12 November 2010 

Johane dikgang

the valuation of biodiversity conservation by 

the south african san “bushmen”

Global Development Finance 

Conference 2010, valuing Growth 

Trends in Development Finance, Cape 

Town, 24-26 November 2010. 

stephanie giamporcaro

carbon finance and carbon funds in south 

africa, lessons from the first commitment of 

the kyoto protoco
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International Flood-pulse symposium, 

Maun, Botswana

Jane turpie, co-presenter

economic value of the okavango delta, Bo-

tswana, and implications for management of 

water and wildlife 

2010 Belpasso International Summer 

School; September 2010, Belpasso, Italy

Johane dikgang

the valuation of biodiversity conservation by 

the south african san “bushmen” community

Stata Programming Course, University 

of Cape Town, 11 – 22 January 2010)

kerri Brick, martine visser & Johane dikgang

2010 Biodiversity Planning Forum; 

2 – 5 March 2010; Forever Resorts, 

Warmbaths, South Africa

Johane dikgang

The Transboundary Protected Areas 

Research Initiative (TPARI), hosted by 

the University of Johannesburg, South 

Africa and the International Institute for 

Social Studies (ISS), sixth teleseminar 

of the 2009-2010 teleseminar series, 

14 April 2010, University of Cape Town, 

South Africa

edwin muchapondwa & Johane dikgang

CEEPA’s Ninth Biannual Research 

workshop, 10 – 14 May 2010, Protea 

Hotel Kruger Gate, South Africa

edwin muchapondwa

Applying Game Theory and Behavioral 

Economics to the Environment, 

Montreal, 27-28 June 2010

edwin muchapondwa

Social Accounting Matrix seminar. UCT, 

September 2010.

reviva hasson 

ERSA Training Workshop on 

Bioeconomic Modelling of Natural 

Resource Use, Cape Town, 18-19 

October 2010

edwin muchapondwa & Johane dikgang

PhD Proposal Defense Seminar, 30 

September 2010, School of Economics, 

University of Cape Town, South Africa

kerri Brick

PhD Proposal Defense Seminar, 21 

October 2010, School of Economics, 

University of Cape Town, South Africa

Johane dikgang

Our Common Global Future 

Interdisciplinary Workshop organized by 

volkswagen Stiftung, Hannover-Essen 

3-6 November 2010

stephanie giamporcaro/ short presentation 

food production and energy production in 

south africa: the impossible dilemma? 

Park Pricing workshop; 24th to 26th 

October, 2010; Lions Hill Game Lodge, 

Nakuru, Kenya

edwin muchapondwa & Johane dikgang 

4th annual EfD (Environment for 

Development) meeting; October 28th 

– November 1st 2010; Addis Ababa at 

UNECA conference room and Kurifu 

resort, Debrezeit, Ethiopia 

edwin muchapondwa, mare sarr, Jane turpie, 

stéphanie giamporcaro & Johane dikgang

CEEPA’s Tenth Biannual Research 

workshop, 15– 20 November 2010, Hyatt 

Regency Oubaai Golf Resort and Spa, 

South Africa

edwin muchapondwa & kerri Brick

reSeArCH preSentAtIonS  
At WorkSHopS, meetIngS & ConFerenCeS 
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ACADemIC  
CApACIty bUIlDIng 

Honours courses in environmental economics Students Fellow

eco4052s - environmental economics  10 tony leiman

Master courses in environmental economics Students Fellow

eco5052s -natural resource economics  5 edwin muchapondwa, martine visser and  

  tony leiman,

visiting lecturer, environmental economics i Joint facility for electives

african economic research consortium (nairobi) 29 mare sarr

Master courses in conservation biology

environmental and resource economics module (4 weeks) 12 Jane turpie

the south african efd center – environmental-economics 
policy research unit (epru) is hosted by university of 
cape town, private Bag 7701, rondebosch, office: +27 
(0)21 650 2982, fax: +27 (0)21 650 2854
coordinator is mare sarr. e-mail: mare.sarr@uct.ac.za 

epru’s research fellows are actively involved in the school of econom-

ics, teaching programmes in environmental and natural resource eco-

nomics as well as in the broader university (see section 5.2). our strong 

involvement in teaching has undoubtedly helped us attract promising 

postgraduate students. in addition, in order to support talented students 

to undertake research in our fields of interest, epru provides 4 grants to 

masters students. in addition, a significant share of our core budget and 

individual researchers’ budgets has been allocated to fund phd scholar-

ships. We believe this is an investment that has a potentially return both 

for epru and more generally for south africa. finally, we also award 

prizes to reward the best honours and masters thesis.

MSC THESIS TITLES AND NAMES OF MSC STUDENTS 

SUPERvISED BY RESEARCH FELLOWS

Peter Ngoma obtained a PhD in December 2010, 

for his thesis titled “the welfare value of small-scale fisheries in the Zam-

bezi river Basin”, supervised by dr Jane turpie

Feri Gwata, Masters in Economics December 2010,

“measuring risk aversion among asset poor small-scale farmers in the 

Western cape, south africa” supervised by m. visser

Thulani D. S. Madinginye,  

Masters in Economics December 2010, 

“nationalization as an economic tool” supervised by tony leiman

Carola Kirchner, Masters in Economics December 2010, 

“determinants of resource rents in the namibian hake industry” super-

vised by tony leiman 

Samson Mukanjari, Masters in Economics December 2010, 

“evaluating the prospects of Benefit sharing schemes in protecting 

mountain gorillas in central africa” supervised by edwin muchapondwa
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2010-12-29 

Mare Sarr new coordinator for EfD in 

South Africa 

mare sarr takes over as the coordinator of the 

efd center in south africa. 

2010-12-07 

Hot off the press: A book on water 

estuaries by Johane Dikgang EPRU 

junior research fellow 

given the overwhelming evidence available on 

the significance of freshwater inflow to estuary 

functionality in south africa, it is clear that an 

important component of catchment manage-

ment is the allocation of river water into estuar-

ies. this book provides economic guidance on 

the matter through valuable comparisons of 

different estuaries. 

2010-10-08 

Water at stake: EfD-EPRU junior 

research fellow Johane Dikgang 

contributes to a Water Research Report 

efd-epru junior research fellow Johane dik-

gang contributed to 3 of the 8 chapters (4,6&7) 

of the report_ the valuation of estuary services 

in south africa specifically regarding changes 

to estuary services as a result of reductions 

to fresh water inflows_ released by the south 

african Water research commission. 

2010-10-06 

UCT Monday Paper: EPRU post-doctoral 

fellow under the light 

uct weekly newspaper the monday paper 

published the 13 september 2010 a profile on 

efd-epru post-doctoral fellow dr stephanie 

giamporcaro and her research on environmen-

tally responsible investment: 

2010-08-30 

A stimulating environmental economics 

teaching exchange Looking forward 

Sustainability:

the environmental policy and sustainable 

development course held at uct from mid-

July to end of July, piloted by maria damon 

(university of new-york) and including teaching 

by efd research fellows martine visser and 

edwin muchapondwa, explored the ways that 

economic analysis can help identify underly-

ing problems and formulate effective policy 

responses to them. 

2010-08-30 

Want to Curb Litter? Tax the Bag In 

a new Environment for Development 

discussion paper

authors Johane dikgang and martine visser 

analyze the success of the legislation of plastic 

bag in Botswana, and conclude—at least in the 

short-term—that the bag policies are working. 

2010-07-30 

Transdisciplinary dialogue between 

scientists during the 45th Annual 

Congress of the Grassland Society of 

Southern Africa South Africa Kimberly

the grasslands society hosted their 45th con-

SpreADIng tHe WorD 
News about research and policy interaction.

Johane dikgang, stephanie giamporcaro and 
edwin muchapondwa

efd researchers during an internal workshop on carbon tax: kerri Brick, phd student, reviva hasson, phd 
student, martine visser, research fellow, ant dane, master student, and anthony leiman, research fellow.
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gress on sustainable and adaptive practices in 

range and pasture systems, with an emphasis 

on arid regions. efd-epru research fellow 

Johane dikgang presented his current work on 

arid regions. 

2010-05-24 

Investors needs to take stock of 

environment too, 20 May 2009

after the release of the epru research report on 

environmentally responsible investment (eri), 

Business report (a business section included in 

five national daily papers including cape times 

and the star in Johannesburg) opened its col-

umns to efd/epru fellow dr stephanie giampor-

caro to share her views on the future of eri. 

2010-04-07 

Putting a Price on  

Carbon in South Africa

exploring the potential of economic instru-

ments to mitigate climate change kerri Brick, 

efd research fellow, and martine visser, efd 

research fellow and coordinator, presented a 

paper at the putting a price on carbon confer-

ence, held in cape town on 23 and 24 march, 

2010. the purpose of the conference was 

to build on the discussions undertaken at a 

side-event at the 2009 climate change summit 

where Brick and visser also presented a paper. 

2010-04-07 

What scope for environmentally 

responsible investment in South Africa? 

efd/epru researcher dr stephanie giampor-

caro presented to investors, media and fellow 

academics the findings of the report: envi-

ronmentally responsible investment in south 

africa: the state of play. 

2010-03-25 

Policy design South Africa 2010 

Biodiversity planning forum a platform for ex-

change between policy makers and academics 

2010-03-09 

Anchovy - from fishmeal  

to food for people

south africa´s anchovy catch is predomi-

nantly used for fishmeal, despite the fact that 

a redirection of the resource towards human 

consumption could provide nutrition for the ru-

ral poor, create employment in coastal regions, 

and develop new opportunities in the fisheries 

industry. efd researchers are sought out by the 

marine and coastal management, department 

of environmental affairs, to participate in an 

inter-disciplinary investigation of the feasibility 

of utilizing a resource portion of anchovy land-

ings for direct human consumption. 

landing the catch, cape town.

efd associate maria damon piloted a course at 
uct in 2010. an excursion was made to the kuyasa 
clean development mechanism pilot project, 
which involves the retrofitting of solar water heaters, 
insulated ceilings and energy efficient lighting in over 
2,300 homes in the khayelitsha townships.
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WebSIte vISItorS AnD nUmber oF DoWnloADS 
The website is an important channel for making EfD research work visible – and it is becoming more and more 

visible. The web statistics for 2010 shows that more than 35,000 people visited our website this year, and the 

number of visits was 48,000. When we compare 2010 and 2009, we find that there are more visits, more unique 

visitors, and more pageviews in 2010 than in 2009. File downloads is another web statistics figure. In 2010, 267 

different files have been downloaded a total of 4,901 times. 

File downloads - Top 5 list of 2010

first a policy brief/workshop summary on “policies to 

increase forest cover in ethiopia: a summary of the 

main outcomes of a workshop in 2007”.  it has been 

downloaded 194 times this year.

second is a journal article by Jesper stage, “eco-

nomic valuation of climate change adaptation in 

developing countries”. it has been downloaded 119 

times this year.

third is an efd/World Bank report by yesuf mahmud, 

alemu mekonnen, menale kassie, John pender, 2007, 

titled “cost of land degradation in ethiopia: a critical 

review of past studies”, report, efd/WB. it has been 

downloaded 109 times this year.

fourth is an efd discussion paper by Zenebe ge-

breegziabher, alemu mekonnen, menale kassie, and 

gunnar köhlin, “household tree planting in tigrai, 

northern ethiopia”. it has been downloaded 102 

times this year.

fifth is a job advertisement from cifor seeking 

doctoral students interested in research on redd 

for possible collaboration with their four-year global 

comparative study onreducing emissions from de-

forestation and degradation (gcs-redd). it has been 

downloaded 97 times this year.

Top Landing Pages

47,660 visits entered the site through 2,949 pages. 

the top landing pages were:

first page  6,568 entrances

over-fishing-of-nile- 

perchin-lake-victoria 724 entrances

kenyasnatural-resources-need- 

economic-instruments-efdresearchers- 

invited-to-public-hearing  611 entrances

policies-to-increase-forest- 

cover-in-ethiopia 555 entrances

the-economics-ofsolid-waste-management- 

the-case-of-kampala-uganda 546 entrances

essays-onenvironmental-policy-making- 

in-developing-countriesapplications- 

to-costa-rica  481 entrances

incentivebased-regulation-of-co2- 

emissions-from-internationalaviation  479 entrances

the-kenyavision-2030-and-the- 

environment-issues-and-challenges  479 entrances

theprogress-of-ghg-markets- 

opportunities-and-risks 471 entrances

casestudy-2-zimbabwe-economy- 

wide-policies-anddeforestation- 

applied-general-equilibrium-modelling  412 entrances 

unexpert-group-meeting-how-can- 

researchers-contributeto-productive- 

and-sustainable-agriculture-in-africa  393 entrances

Job-openings  336 entrances

eeu-sweden/academic-program- 

phdprogram  300 entrances

efd Website

133,296
Pageviews in 2010 

this is +16.26 percent compared to previous year 

(114,654 pageviews.)

4,901
File Downloads in 2010  

in 2010, 267 different files have been downloaded a 

total of 4,901 times. 

efd south africa Website section 

5,298
pageviews in 2010 (453 pages). 

Top 7 Most visited South Africa webpages 2010

home page south africa  663 views

people  610 views

about  270 views

anchovyfrom-fishmeal-to-food-for-p...  229 views

projects 150 views

publications-projects  145 views

7th-african-financejournal-conference- 

managingafrica2019s-economic...  129views

47,695
visits in 2010

of all these visits were 72.84 percent new visits, a 

32.29 percent increase compared to previous year 

(36,054 visits.) unique visitors: 35,435 an increase 

of 34.58 percent compared to previous year (26,330 

unique visitors.)
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greenaccounting-puts-price-on-ethiopian- 

soil-erosion-anddeforestation  279 entrances 

Workshop-on-accounts-of-land- 

resources-ofethiopia  266 entrances

Top Content

9,660 pages were viewed a total of 133,296 times. 

the most visited pages were:

first page 8,615 pageviews

Job-openings  2,083 pageviews

ethiopia 1,235 pageviews 

central-america  1,089 pageviews

efd/about  1,037 pageviews 

central-america/people   863 pageviews

policies-to-increaseforest-cover- 

in-ethiopia  805 pageviews 

overfishing-of-nile-perch- 

in-lake-victoria   794 pageviews

kenya 782 pageviews

china  751 pageviews

researchfellows 728 pageviews

publications  691 pageviews 

kenyas-naturalresources-need-economicinstruments 

 681 pageviews

south-africa  663 pageviews

funding  647 pageviews

the-economics-of-solidwaste-management-the-

case-ofkampala-uganda  643 pageviews

people   631 pageviews

south-africa/people  610 pageviews

tanzania  582 pageviews

Top 20 countries

people in 190 countries visited the site. the top 

twenty countries were:

united states  9,266 visits

ethiopia  4,213 visits

sweden   3,321 visits

united kingdom  2,968 visits

south africa  2,212 visits

kenya  2,182 visits

india  2,119 visits

costa rica  1,639 visits

canada  1,448 visits

germany  1,361 visits

china  1,090 visits

tanzania   925 visits

netherlands  800 visits

australia  792 visits

norway  624 visits 

italy  587 visits

france  573 visits

philippines  558 visits

vietnam  501 visits

uganda  484 visits

top countries: people in 190 countries visited the site and as seen in the map below there are few completely 
white nations on the world map. the darker green color indicates more web traffic.
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tHe SoUtH AFrICAn noDe In tHe eFD netWork 
 
the environmental-economics policy research unit (epru) is a collaborative association of 
academic researchers specializing in environmental and natural resource issues. the unit was 
established in 2007 to promote sustainable development and poverty reduction in southern 
africa. to achieve this, epru aims to enhance the effectiveness of environmental policy making 
by adopting a threefold strategy of research, teaching and policy consultation. epru is based 
at the school of economics at the university of cape town (uct) and is part of the network of 
the environment for development (efd) initiative

during the last four years, epru has built 

extensive policy-relevant experience in 

research pertaining to ecosystems manage-

ment, biodiversity conservation, air quality and 

water quality. the centre also has previous 

research capacity and experience relevant to 

the socio-economics of agriculture, fisher-

ies and conservation. specifically, this strain 

of research has been concerned with farm 

workers’ wages, land use and rural poverty, 

inequality among subsistence fishermen, as 

well as the role of community-based wildlife 

conservation in poverty mitigation. epru has 

successfully worked with a number of local and 

national stakeholders on medium-size projects, 

such as the south african national parks in the 

wildlife sector, the department of Water affairs 

and forestry in the water sector, the depart-

ment of environmental affairs and tourism on 

marine and coastal management, and the city 

of cape town on air quality management and 

energy savings. in the next few years, epru 

plans to bid for larger research projects that will 

enhance collaboration among epru research 

fellows, with other researchers and, impor-

tantly, with key stakeholders.

epru’s vision

our vision is to establish epru as the primary 

centre of excellence in environmental and re-

source economics in southern africa where (i) 

academics and policy makers are encouraged 

to interact in the process of rigorous environ-

mental policy research; and (ii) policy makers 

will seek well-researched environmental policy 

advice

our activities
Training 

epru research fellows are involved in the 

teaching of environmental and resource eco-

nomics courses in the school of economics at 

the university of cape town. epru also has 

the capacity to run short training programs for 

policy makers and civil servants. such courses 

inform decision makers of the relevant envi-

ronmental economic tools available to improve 

policy making and analysis.

Research

epru strives to produce and disseminate 

policy-relevant research of a high academic 

quality on current environmental economic 

issues in south africa. a core activity of the efd 

initiative is international research collaboration 

on poverty-environment issues and epru’s 

research agenda is thus driven in part by efd 

partnership projects.

Policy consulting

epru’s main objectives in terms of policy 

interaction are to (i) be a resource where high 

quality research and economic opinion on 

environmental policy issues can be sought by 

policy-makers, and (ii) be a resource which 

engages with policy-makers in respect of 

agenda setting, policy design, formulation and 

implementation. epru’s work caters to the de-

mands of domestic institutions as well as inter-

national organizations. epru research fellows 

have extensive links with policy makers and 

practitioners in south africa and have worked 

with various government units. information is 

disseminated in the form of policy briefs and 

research papers.

staff
LOCAL RESEARCHERS AND STAFF

Ph.D, Martine visser

cooRDinAtoR until oct. 2010 & ReseARch FelloW

martine visser is associate professor in the 

school of economics at the university of cape 

town. she received her doctoral degree in 

economics from the university of gothenburg 

in may 2007. one of her thesis projects dealt 

with inequality in the context of fishing rights 

and poaching behavior of nine fishing com-

munities along the West coast of south africa, 

while the other focused on the role that social 

background has on cooperation and sanction-

ing behavior amongst teenagers from different 

ethnic populations in cape town. martine has 

taught a number of courses within the school 

of economics, including: micro-economics/

game theory, econometrics, environmental 

economics, and resource economics. her 

current research interests include behavioral 

and experimental research and specifically 

studying the role of social norms and its ap-

plication to environment and natural resource 

use. 

Ph.D, Mare Sarr

cooRDinAtoR FRoM nov. 2010 & ReseARch FelloW

mare sarr is currently a lecturer in the school of 

economics at the university of cape town and 

a research fellow of the environmental policy 

research unit (epru). his current teaching 

martine visser
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areas are microeconomics, macroeconomics, 

growth, and environmental and resource eco-

nomics. he received his ph.d. from university 

college london in november 2008. his ph.d. 

thesis is titled “essays on institutions and 

resources.” mare’s current research interests 

include: the political dimension of the curse of 

natural resources; intellectual property rights 

and north-south relationships in the life 

sciences industries; Biodiversity conservation 

in relation to traditional knowledge and Bio-

prospecting; africa-china relations.

Ph.D, Edwin Muchaponda

ReseARch FelloW

edwin muchapondwa is research officer for the 

efd initiative, a senior lecturer in the school of 

economics at the university of cape town and 

a research fellow of the efd in south africa/the 

environmental policy research unit (epru). his 

current teaching areas are environmental and 

natural resource economics, microeconomics 

and econometrics.  his current research deals 

with community-based and transboundary 

natural resource management, bioregional 

wildlife conservation and valuation of non-

market environmental amenities. he received 

his ph.d. from the university of gothenburg in 

september 2003. edwin has previously taught 

at the university of Zimbabwe and has been 

a visiting lecturer at the african economic 

research consortium administered Joint facil-

ity for electives (Jfe) for the collaborative ma 

program in economics for anglophone africa.

Ph.D, Jane Turpie

ReseARch FelloW

Jane turpie has a phd in Behavioural ecol-

ogy (1994) and has worked and taught in the 

our networks 
epru has successfully worked with a number of local and national 

stakeholders on medium-size projects, such as south african na-

tional parks (sanparksf) in the wildlife sector, south african national 

Biodiversity institute (sanBi) on biodiversity issues, Water research 

unit and, the department of Water affairs in the water sector, the 

department of environmental affairs on marine and coastal manage-

ment, energy research centre (erc) on climate change issues, 

and the city of cape town on air quality management and energy 

savings. in the next few years, epru plans to bid for larger research 

projects that will enhance collaboration among epru research fel-

lows, with other researchers and, importantly, with key stakeholders.

funders/donors
in 2010, epru received funding from the swedish international 

development cooperation agency (sida), the african climate & 

development initiative and the vice chancellor (vc) strategic funds 

– uct. the lion’s share of our funding is provided by sida. the other 

two donors are uct-related. the african climate and development 

initiative (acdi) was conceptualized in late 2009 under the leadership 

of dr max price, the vice chancellor of uct. it intends to bring 

together natural scientists, engineers, social scientists, lawyers, 

economists and urban planners, amongst others, from uct and 

beyond, to provide an african perspective, grounded in strong 

science, addressing issues relating to climate variability and global 

change affecting the african continent. in line with uct’s strategy 

to enhance its position as an “afropolitan” university, funding has 

been secured from the vc’s strategic fund to support research 

collaboration with partners in africa or elsewhere in the global south. 

grants awarded under this call are intended to strengthen existing 

collaborative research partnerships by providing top-up funding. 

in addition, the university of cape town contributes strongly to the 

sustainability of epru because most fellows are faculty members 

and therefore receive salary payment from the in the school of 

economics. uct also provides world-class academic facilities 

to epru, such as office space, library and it resources, which 

contributes to an excellent working environment.

total number of staff in full time equivalent: 11

number of donors 3

1) efd sek 2,638,000 

2) african climate & development initiative r 380,000/sek 380,000

3) vc strategic funds – uct   r 370,000/sek 370,000

uct school of economics  

(university salaries) r 2,560,000/sek 2,560,000

sida/efd funding as share of total center  

budget (including university salaries)  44%

mare sarr Johane dikgangkerri Brick

g
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applied fields of conservation Biology and 

resource economics for the past 16 years. her 

interests and experience are broad, but tend to 

have in common her interest in getting to grips 

with the bigger picture, solving wide-scale and 

multidisciplinary, integrative problems. her 

research has included economic aspects of 

protected areas in south africa, nature-based 

tourism and tourism values of protected biodi-

versity, the economic value of coastal resourc-

es, the economic contribution of estuaries to 

south african fisheries, the economic value of 

fynbos ecosystems and implications of their 

invasion by alien vegetation, economic impacts 

of dams on subsistence communities, and 

the use, sustainability and economic values of 

wetland and woodland resources in communal 

lands throughout southern and eastern africa. 

her current research interests include integrat-

ing economics into conservation planning, and 

economic incentive and financing mechanisms, 

including payments for ecosystem services. 

she has published 33 scientific papers and 6 

book chapters and has written more than 100 

technical reports.

Anthony Leiman

ReseARch FelloW

tony leiman has been researching and teach-

ing environmental economics since 1990. in 

1993/4 he spent a sabbatical year at cserge 

(university college london) which further ce-

mented his interest in the field. his work began 

with the economics of project appraisal; with 

this he began looking at water use and dam 

construction and his interests expanded over 

the years to include the economics of mining, 

fisheries, biodiversity, and pollution.

Ph.D Candidate, Kerri Brick

JunioR ReseARch FelloW

kerri Brick is a junior research fellow at the 

environmental policy research unit (epru). 

her current work focuses on the public goods 

dilemma synonymous with climate change, 

equity issues in global climate change negotia-

tions, and the measurement of risk preferences 

using framed field experiments. she received 

her master’s degree from the university of 

cape town (uct) in 2006 and is currently do-

ing her phd at the same institution. 

MS.c. Johane Dikgang

JunioR ReseARch FelloW

Johane dikgang joined epru in september 

2008 as a Junior research fellow. he was 

previously a lecturer at nelson mandela metro-

politan university, nmmu (formerly university 

of port elizabeth, upe). he lectured micro-

economics, macroeconomics and supervised 

Bcom honours treatise for the past three years. 

he obtained all his qualifications (Bcom, Bcom 

honours & mcom ) at nmmu. his mcom was 

purely research in environmental economics 

for duration of two years. 

MS.c., Reviva Hasson

JunioR ReseARch FelloW

reviva hasson has a Bsc in environmental and 

geographical science (2003), a Bcom (hons) 

in economics (2004) and master’s degree in 

applied economics (2009), all obtained from 

uct . reviva is a Junior research fellow at 

epru and the unit’s media liaison officer. 

her primary projects include the analysis of 

the plastic bag legislation in south africa and 

studying the public goods dilemma as it relates 

to climate change.

Brenda Adams

ADMinistRAtive oFFiceR

DOMESTIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

Ph.D., Stephanie Giamporcaro

univeRsity oF cApe toWn

stephanie giamporcaro is a research associ-

ate at epru. from march 2009 to december 

2010, she pursued her postdoctoral research 

on environmentally responsible investment. 

her current research goal is to explore how 

innovative finance tools (sri funds, greens 

funds, carbon finance, micro-finance) are 

implemented currently in south africa and if the 

implementation of these responsible invest-

ment and finance strategies in the country’s 

financial and investment sector can facilitate an 

environmentally responsible and a low carbon  

economic growth in south africa. in July 2006, 

she obtained a phd in sociology on innovative 

responsible investment approaches in france 

at the university paris 5 la sorbonne. during 

six years (2002-2007), she was also the head 

of sri research for novethic, a professional 

research centre on sustainable and responsible 

investment that is located in paris, france. 

Ph.D., Precious Zikhali

cgAiR, pRetoRiA

precious Zikhali completed her phd thesis in 

economics at the department of econom-

ics, university of gothenburg, sweden. she 

is currently working at the international Water 

management institute, southern africa office 

(www.iwmi.org). prior to this appointment she 

was at the centre for World food studies, vu 

university amsterdam. she has also worked as 

a lecturer and researcher in the department of 

economics, university of Zimbabwe. her cur-

rent research interests broadly include monitor-

ing and evaluation of programs and policies 

mainly in the agriculture and water sectors as 

well as exploring the link between poverty and 

environment in developing countries.

Ph.D., Anthony Black

univeRsity oF cApe toWn

Ph.D., Harald Winkler

eneRgy ReseARch centeR, univeRsity oF cApe 

toWn

Ph.D., Andrew Marquard

eneRgy ReseARch centeR, univeRsity oF cApe 

toWn

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH 

ASSOCIATES

Ph.D. Åsa Löfgren

DepARtMent oF econoMics, univeRsity oF 

gothenbuRg

Associate Professor, Gunnar Köhlin

DepARtMent oF econoMics, univeRsity oF 

gothenbuRg

Ph.D Wisdom Akpalu

FARMingDAle stAte college, usA

Ph.D Mintewab Bezabih

univeRsity oF poRtsMouth, uniteD KingDoM

Ph.D candidate Andrea Mannberg

uMeå univeRsity, sWeDen

tHe SoUtH AFrICAn noDe In tHe eFD netWork 
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edwin muchapondwa, Wisdom akpalu, and precious Zikhali.
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stephanie giamporcaro

tHe eFD InItIAtIve In brIeF 
The overall objective of the EfD initiative is to support poverty alleviation and sustainable development through the 

increased use of environmental economics in the policy making process. Through local capacity building in environmental 

economics focusing on research, policy advice, and teaching, the EfD centers in Central America, China, Ethiopia, Kenya, 

South Africa, and Tanzania strive to contribute to better environmental policies and poverty reduction. 

the efd research emanates from the policy 

priorities of the host countries. this has led 

to a research focus on natural resources. the 

research-policy impact is increasing. the “efd 

approach” is to build strong long-term col-

laborations between academics and with key 

ministries and decision makers. 

in addition, environmental economists are 

trained in master and doctoral programs in the 

respective country.  

 the environmental economics unit at univer-

sity of gothenburg is coordinating the initiative. 

resources for the future in Washington dc is a 

partner involved in research and publication of 

the efd/rff discussion paper and book series. 

the efd initiative started in 2007 and receives 

core support from the swedish international 

development cooperation agency (sida). efd 

builds on the environmental economics capac-

ity building program that sida has been sup-

porting at university of gothenburg since 1991 

as a tool to implement sustainable develop-

ment. the program, including efd, is designed 

to enable researchers trained abroad to come 

home and become productive as applied 

researchers, teachers and policy advisors. By 

now 20 phd’s have graduated from the doc-

toral program in gothenburg, and 17 of these 

are currently working in developing countries. 

in addition 7 post docs have been recruited to 

efd centers from outside the program.

research
applied, policy relevant research is a core ac-

tivity for the efd initiative. research is a critical 

input in a long-term strategy to reduce environ-

mental degradation, eradicate poverty and to 

ensure sustainable use of natural resources. 

a major challenge in developing countries is, 

however, the lack of comprehensive research 

on environmental resource management and 

poverty alleviation which can inform national 

strategic plans and policies. policymakers, 

farmers, donors, and others need research 

based information not only to design policies 

but also to evaluate their efficiency in reaching 

their objectives.

 at the beginning of 2010, about sek 2 million 

was allocated to the efd research fund. this 

fund supported at least 13 research projects 

of various sizes across the six centers. some 

centers used this funding as seed money to 

crowd-in other funding. By the end of the year, 

about 29 research projects had been executed 

across the six centers. research projects in 

2010 focused on all the six efd major themes: 

agriculture, climate change, fisheries, forestry, 

parks and wildlife, and policy design. however, 

the bulk of projects dealt with climate change 

and policy design.

 efd-central america’s four research projects 

which were fully funded by the efd focused on 

climate change, fisheries, parks and wild-

life, and policy design. efd-china had eight 

research projects of which only one was fully 

funded by the efd. efd-china has successfully 

managed to crowd-in research funding from 

other sources. the center has demonstrated 

how beneficiaries from efd research, especially 

government departments (notably the chinese 

ministry of science and technology, the 

chinese ministry of environmental protection 

and the Beijing municipal government), can 

be roped-in to share in the costs of producing 

policy-relevant research. the focus of the 2010 

research projects in china has been on climate 

change and policy design, which represents a 

significant shift from the center’s traditional fo-

cus on forestry. this demonstrates the center’s 

capacity to respond to new research needs. 

the center in ethiopia has largely continued 

with its focus on agriculture, an area of great 

need in that country. the center had four 

projects in 2010, two of which also addressed 

climate change, forestry and policy design 

aspects of agriculture. efd-ethiopia is one of 

the centers which still heavily relies on full efd 

funding. efd-kenya had three research projects 

in 2010 which focused on forestry, climate 

change and policy design. these projects 

received full efd funding. one of the kenyan 

projects demonstrates a serious attempt by the 

efd to promote research on forestry and redd 

issues. forestry and redd will continue to be 

a major focus of efd research in the future. the 

efd center in tanzania teamed up with the tan-

zanian forest research institute and the ruvu 

fuelwood project on two research projects 

co-funded by the efd in fisheries and forestry. 

there is more work going on in tanzania which 

seeks to directly address poverty issues in that 

country. efd-south africa had seven research 

projects in 2010. these fell into the following 

themes: climate change, parks and wildlife, and 

policy design. three of the projects were co-

funded by the vice chancellor of the university 

of cape town as part of the newly established 

african climate development initiative at that 

university. the case at efd-south africa dem-

onstrates how synergies between efd research 

and universities’ priorities can be exploited to 

secure additional financial support from host 

universities.

 in terms of research output, 2010 was a suc-

cessful year in terms of efd discussion papers, 

peer reviewed articles and other outputs. there 

were 36 peer-reviewed articles, 27 discussion 

papers and 12 books and book chapters.. the 

figures for these categories represent an overall 

growth of 4 percent from the 2009 levels but 

the really remarkable fact is that the number 

of peer reviewed articles have increased to 

such an extent, from 14 in 2009 to 36 in 2010. 

the peer-reviewed articles mainly focused on 

agriculture (6), forestry (7) and policy design (15) 

even though there were outputs on each of the 

efd themes. notable in 2010 is that four of the 

centers also produced and disseminated policy 

briefs and other reports. 

 historically, efd-central america and efd-

ethiopia have been at the forefront in terms of 

the cumulative number of peer-reviewed pub-

lications. it is pleasing to note that efd-china 

and efd-south africa have drastically increased 

the number of their peer-reviewed publications 

in 2010. these two centers jointly produced 

over two-thirds of peer-reviewed articles in the 

network. however, the momentum for produc-

ing peer-reviewed articles still exists in efd-

central america and efd-ethiopia. this can be 

seen from the large stock of efd discussion 

papers produced in 2010. it is expected that 

the outcomes will be better in the future when 

efd-kenya and efd-tanzania improve their 

peer-review output levels. publications can be 

found at efdinitiative.org/research/publications.  
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CENTRAL AMERICA 

environment for development program for central america 

centro agronómico tropical de investigacíon y ensenanza (catie)

dr. francisco alpízar, coordinator 

email: falpizar@catie.ac.cr

phone: +506 558 2215 /2624

CHINA 

environmental economics program

peking university 

dr. Jintao Xu, coordinator

email: xujt@pku.edu.cn

phone: +86 10 62767629

ETHIOPIA 

environmental economics policy forum for ethiopia

ethiopian development research institute (edri/aau)

dr. alemu mekonnen, coordinator

email: alemu_m2004@yahoo.com

phone: +251 11 5523564

KENYA 

environment for development kenya

kenya institute for public policy research and analysis (kippra), 

nairobi university 

dr. Wilfred nyangena, coordinator

email: wnyangena@kippra.or.ke 

phone: +254 20 316282

SOUTH AFRICA 

environmental economics policy research unit

university of cape town

dr. mare sarr, coordinator

email: mare.sarr@uct.ac.za

phone: +27 21 650 2982

TANZANIA 

environment for development tanzania

university of dar es salaam 

dr. razack lokina, coordinator

email: razack_lokina@yahoo.co.uk

phone: +255 22 2410252

Ethiopian Development 
Research Institute

eFD CenterS
There are six EfD centers, hosted by universities or academic institutions in each respective 

country. For more information on each center, please contact the coordinators:

EEU, Environmental Economics Unit

eeu at göteborg university, sweden, has initiated the efd initiative 

and acts as coordinator and secretariat. for more information  

please contact:

Associate Professor Gunnar Köhlin 

director of efd program, göteborg university 

email: gunnar.kohlin@economics.gu.se 

phone: +46 31 786 4426 

Professor Thomas Sterner 

environmental economics unit (eeu), göteborg university 

email: thomas.sterner@economics.gu.se

phone: +46 31 786 1377

Karin Backteman, Communications officer

environmental economics unit (eeu), göteborg university 

email: karin.backteman@economics.gu.se

phone: +46 31 786 25 95

RFF, Resources for the Future

rff in Washington dc, us, is an important partner of the 

efd initiative. rff´s research fellows will work closely with 

their counterparts and rff´s communications staff will help 

to disseminate the new centers’ research products. for more 

information please contact:

Senior Fellow Allen Blackman 

resources for the future

email: blackman@rff.org

phone: +202 328 5073

Sida

swedish international development cooperation agency,  

provides the funding for the efd initiative.

The KENYA INSTITUTE for PUBLIC
POLICY RESEARCH and ANALYSIS

EFD PARTNERS
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More information & Contact us

once you´ve read this report you might want to know more about our work and the efd inititiave.

for more information please visit www.efdinitiative.org/centers/south-africa

you are most welcome to contact us:

mare sarr (phd), coordinator of efd south africa

environmental-economics policy research unit (epru)

university of cape town

cape town, south africa

e-mail: mare.sarr@uct.ac.za

tel: +27 (0)21 650 2982

efd research fellow edwin muchapondwa was teaching at the environmental 
policy and sustainable development course, held at uct in 2010. the course 
was piloted by efd associate maria damon and included teaching also by efd 
research fellow martine visser.

EfD
Environment for Development


